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ABSTRACT  Jeollabuk-do is bounded by the sea, and Mahan Baekje culture have been established around a wide plain.
Also, in southeastern, it was closed by Gaya kingdom where iron culture was prosperous at that time, a variety of the han-
dles of swords with round pommel is excavated at present. The handles of swords with round pommel is the best amount of



excavated objects among the swords with round pommel and producted object for the time.  It supposes them to become the
foundation of making the decorated swords with round pommel. But, the handles of swords with round pommel that don't
have a pattern in handle is indifferent to study because the production method is simple in spite of that the value of archaeo-
logical data is sufficient. Therefore, in this study, it examined changed production techniques with the change of times con-
cerning the handles of swords with round pommel of Mahan Baekje Gaya period(before 6C) excavated from Jeollabuk-
do through using X-rays in order to clarify a variety of production techniques of the handles of swords with round pommel
correctly in accordance with a period of production and excavated place. As a result, identified production techniques using
X-rays of the handles of swords with round pommel excavated around remains of Mahan Baekje Gaya period shows
that production progress improved in order of all-in-one shape,  hammer welding shape of the handle of round pommel, and
two in body formation in accordance with age. Especially, in two in body shape, it products the handle of round pommel
separately, after that it welds the handle of swords and then links the sword blade like a riveting or bottleneck and so on.
Despite of improved hammer welding technique, the reason why it didn't utilize  is it regards as inlay or gilt will be dam-
aged. And it is judged by using riveting or bottleneck. Also, it appears to techniques of metal craft such as decoration of the
handle, decoration of point of sword, inlay, and silver-plating in the period of appearing two in body shape. As clarifying
correctly, it provides fundamental database of scientific research about a study of production techniques of handle of swords
with round pommel.
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